Abstract
The aim of this paper is to explore the impact of microservices-based Architectures on flexibility and modularity in healthcare applications. Microservices-based architectures have started to influence many application development projects. The promise of independently deployable and scalable services, which are developed and managed by small autonomous teams, has captured the attention of the development community. Indeed the supremacy of this kind of architecture style gives impetus in the development of this paper in a societal relevant sector especially healthcare. In this domain, flexibility that allows for a fast and efficient response to change, as well as modularity, which can help contain the internal complexity, are considered our architectural properties [1]. Thus, from the description of three real-world applications, a set of patterns that help to support these general properties is revealed. From the above patterns, we also distill a pattern language that can be used by developers when designing and evolving the microservices-based architecture for the applications in the healthcare domain. One of the advanced architectures that has been identified to hold potential in handling some of the issues that come with large-scale and complicated software systems is the microservices-based architecture. When developing applications for the Health care centre there are a number of essential properties that ought to be considered, one of the strong requirement among them is the flexibility and modularity as this would enable the fast and convenient customization of the application so as to suit the needs in the diverse Health care centre and its continuously evolving environment. When the microservices concept is applied to the healthcare environment, the control of interfaces and overall compatibility of the services becomes an important factor with regard to the integrated functioning of all necessary services to achieve high efficiency of the system’s functioning [1]. This is good, so there is a clear separation between various sub-systems which then have well-described interfaces for interacting with other sub-systems and their environment, creating a more impervious and flexible environment for health-care software. Since the beginning, software architectures were viewed as one of the main factors, empowering the production of potent software systems. Their impact goes as far as to determine the scope of the system as well as the distribution of development tasks up to the establishment of system characteristics and up to the regulation of implementation and development. Alongside established architecture styles such as layered, n-tier, and SOA, novel architecture styles have emerged to tackle the challenges that modern software systems face [1,2]. Among these, microservices-based architectures constitute a relatively recent approach that is increasingly being used in industry. The characteristic way
of decomposing systems into small services that are developed and operated by small, autonomous teams has proven to be a successful approach for systems that evolve with time.
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### 1. Introduction

There are a great number of legacy healthcare applications whose architectures involve interdependent issues within inflexible and monolithic constraints. Although several studies have addressed modularity and flexibility at varied levels in these applications, significant problems persist with developing and evolving them. There is a more recent architectural style getting increasing attention and uptake, which has the potential to address these problems. This paper reports an analysis of the impact of microservices architectures on flexibility and modularity of healthcare applications and combines the results in a set of guidelines attempting to maximize the potential benefits [2,3]. One such evolution is the introduction of the microservices architecture style. Microservices are an approach to distributed systems that focus on creating small services for a single business function that work together, each modeled around well-defined business capabilities and independently deployable. The characteristics such as the size of a service, the responsibility of a service, and the governance of the internal structure of a service make the microservices architectural pattern different from the well-established service-oriented architecture pattern. Since the microservices architectural style has emerged recently and since it extends proven ideas from the service oriented architecture, the existing body of knowledge and tools should apply to this new style [3,4]. Unfortunately, microservices are being applied without being well-understood. Healthcare applications have largely benefited from a service-oriented approach. The increasing complexity of the problems addressed by these applications and the dynamism in user requirements call for more flexible and easily modifiable solutions [4].

Microservices represent a new way of designing and building software applications that can help improve flexibility by providing solutions that are easier to manage and evolve over time. These are often used but little explored in the research domain. Their "granular" nature and identified issues related to that, such as the inter-service communication overhead and the reduced efficiency at runtime, make people think and rethink about using microservices because this nature easily exposes the internal structure of a system. It needs to be identified and proven whether microservices-based architectures lead to better flexibility and/or result in less modular software systems in practice when compared with service-oriented architectures. Such empirical evidence will help in resolving the present conflicting opinions. Modularity in software design is considered a precondition for implementing enterprise flexibility [5]. Defining the concept of modularity is not easy as it can refer to many different things. The basic idea behind modularity is that a system is divided into smaller subsystems with the focus on internal simplicity and external clarity of the subsystems. Modularity means that a system is decomposed into several components that may be developed and changed independently. The advantage of modularity is that it allows for easier understanding, quicker development, and reduced risk when the system is developed. In addition, bringing modularity into a system design offers benefits when the system is changed as well as during development. Healthcare systems are an important part of the enterprise application portfolio for insurance companies. Improving the modularity of software applications for healthcare can provide new opportunities for the insurance companies to create innovative products [6]. Furthermore, providing more flexibility in how different health-related services are accessed or provided will also create new business opportunities. Organizations are constantly
challenged to meet changing market demands to remain competitive. To address these challenges, software needs to support enterprise flexibility as well. Software applications need to be flexible in how they provide their functions. At the same time, for enterprises, flexibility is important in how different applications can work together. It is widely acknowledged that enterprise software applications need to be designed such that they support enterprise needs for flexibility [7].

2. Research Problem
The main research problem in this study is to explore the impact of microservices-based Architectures on flexibility and modularity in healthcare applications. Healthcare applications have largely benefited from a service-oriented approach. The increasing complexity of the problems addressed by these applications and the dynamism in user requirements call for more flexible and easily modifiable solutions. Microservices represent a new way of designing and building software applications that can help improve flexibility by providing solutions that are easier to manage and evolve over time. These are often used but little explored in the research domain. Their "granular" nature and identified issues related to that, such as the inter-service communication overhead and the reduced efficiency at runtime, make people think and rethink about using microservices because this nature easily exposes the internal structure of a system [8]. It needs to be identified and proven whether microservices-based architectures actually lead to better flexibility and/or result in less modular software systems in practice when compared with service-oriented architectures. Such empirical evidence will help in resolving the present conflicting opinions. Microservices are an approach to distributed systems that focus on creating small services for a single business function that work together, each modeled around well-defined business capabilities and independently deployable [8,9]. The characteristics such as the size of a service, the responsibility of a service, and the governance of the internal structure of a service make the microservices architectural pattern different from the well-established service-oriented architecture pattern. Since the microservices architectural style has emerged recently and since it extends proven ideas from the service-oriented architecture, the existing body of knowledge and tools should apply to this new style. Unfortunately, microservices are being applied without being well-understood [10].

3. Literature Review

A. Microservices in Healthcare
Microservices have been shown to enable greater system flexibility than SOA, reduce complexity in service internals, decrease the cost of ownership, and reduce time to market. In this work, we explore these claimed benefits of microservices within the domain of healthcare to understand the impact on application flexibility and modularity, with the ultimate goal of improving stakeholder satisfaction in healthcare application development [11]. Expanding on these benefits, it is evident that the implementation of microservices can also lead to improved scalability, enhanced fault isolation, and increased developer productivity. Furthermore, the modular nature of microservices allows for easier updates and maintenance, leading to a more agile and responsive healthcare system overall. As we delve deeper into the impact of microservices on healthcare applications, we aim to provide valuable insights and recommendations for leveraging this architecture to create more robust and efficient healthcare solutions [11]. Microservices architecture is heralded as the next logical evolutionary step from SOA. It decomposes services further into smaller, more manageable pieces of functionality that are developed and deployed completely independently of one another, and with minimal coordination of overall system development and deployment. The overall theme of microservices is to keep each service focused on a very small set of capabilities thereby promoting inherent service modularity [12].
The premise of SOA is that enterprise resources are made available as services, with services grouping related business processes and logic. The system is logically divided into units that implement discrete business functions, which can be developed and deployed independently. However, there are overarching system dependencies that require some coordination of service development and deployment. The result is looser coupling of enterprise systems leading to some flexibility gains but at the cost of increased complexity in internal service dependencies. The healthcare sector is highly dynamic, primarily focused on continually improving patient care while dealing with ever-increasing amounts of administrative and patient-related data [12]. To effectively and efficiently address stakeholder needs in the development of healthcare applications, inherent application modularity must be present. Traditionally, service-oriented architecture (SOA) and more recently lightweight enterprise service bus (ESB) solutions have been used to enable some modularity within healthcare applications.

**B. Benefits of Microservices for Healthcare Applications**

Healthcare applications require constant updates from various stakeholders - medical staff, patients, and IT experts - that are to be implemented with a minimum disruption of the application's quality. They also need to be easily integrated with other existing applications through standard protocols and data formats, as well as collaborated on by multidisciplinary teams to allow quick development and better specialized healthcare software [12]. To address these requirements, the microservices architecture (MSA) style can be applied to decompose a healthcare application into a set of small, loosely coupled, and independently deployable services. This study focuses on discussing the main identified benefits of using microservices in healthcare applications.

In the healthcare domain, software applications are usually large and complex, as they need to deal with a significant amount of critical data and at the same time ensure the execution of well-defined and highly important medical processes. Currently, many healthcare applications are still developed using a monolithic architecture, which hinders rapid changes and parallel multidisciplinary development, as well as collaboration between specialized IT and healthcare teams [12]. Most of the identified benefits of microservices presented in the literature are usually generic and not properly demonstrated in practice or tailored to a specific domain. This raises the issue that it is not clear to date how microservices really help in addressing these problems in the healthcare domain. Aiming to draw a real set of benefits of microservices for a healthcare scenario, we conducted a mixed-method study in collaboration with IT and healthcare experts to analyze how microservices contribute in practice to the fast development and
customization of a healthcare platform. The study was performed on Medigraf, a reference healthcare application developed by the IT team, and feedback from the healthcare team using the platform [12,13]. The implemented microservices corresponded to the ones defined in the architecture and were implemented as self-contained units of business functionality, based on a domain driven design approach. The set of microservices developed for Medigraf covered representation of the patient's overall health status, schedule and appointment of health services, and medical record of performed health services. The study indicates that microservices indeed facilitate several aspects of healthcare applications, and the main benefits are flexibility derived from task assignment, easiness of customization, support to concurrent specialized development, and improvement of domain representations.
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**Fig. 2:** Benefits of Microservices for Healthcare Applications

### C. Microservices Implementation Strategies in Healthcare

The development and deployment of microservices in the healthcare domain requires addressing the unique constraints that are derived from the regulatory, security, and privacy aspects that govern healthcare applications. In terms of implementation, HIPAA rules permit the exposure of only identified patient information. Therefore, at the healthcare domain logic level, classic DDD notions about ubiquitous language break down. Healthcare has strict rules, and the semantics of subjects like 'patient', 'treatment', and 'diagnosis' are governed by national standards. One way of addressing this problem in the modularity of enterprise software in the healthcare industry is through the strict separation provided by external services like HIP. In the microservice world, composition UIs can be built with more fine-grained, and specialized services can provide optimized APIs [13]. Employing a set of best practices for microservices, such as those proposed by Lewis and Fowler, can help design and manage architectural complexity properly. Several tactics can be used to implement microservices that address specific complexities while keeping other parts of the design simple. These tactics include using business domains with clear and explicit boundaries for microservices and explicitly defining the dependencies between microservices. In healthcare-specific implementations of microservices, special planning and design should be dedicated to patient and clinical data. These types of data are supposed to be exposed in a specific way, implementing proper data handling techniques and levels of data exposure and messaging, and specially protecting data at rest and in transit between microservice components with secure levels of encryption and tokenization. Furthermore, a flexible API gateway can selectively
prevent Denial of Service attacks, and a powerful claims-based authorization service can secure patient data effectively [14].

**Fig. 3:** Tools and Technologies for Microservices Implementation

### D. Challenges and Solutions in Adopting Microservices

Microservices come with many benefits such as flexible scaling, independent deployment of loosely coupled services, improved technology heterogeneity, and better fault isolation, which usually come at the cost of increased complexity in the design and operation of applications. Encouraging close domain modeling may result in overlapping service boundaries, and it may also result in a large number of services that are organized in a shallow service hierarchy [14,15]. As well, several domains may have different security and compliance requirements without the clear separate boundaries that make vertical decompositions viable. In addition to these challenges in microservices architecture (MSA) design, other challenges come from adopting MSA in development and operation. In development, lack of transaction support and eventual consistency model pose a challenge to developers who are familiar with traditional monolithic architectures. In operation, dynamic service instances exacerbate the difficulty of distributed system management. These challenges, and likely many others, need the research community that supports the development and operation of MSA [15].

**Fig. 4:** Challenges in Adopting Microservices
Flexibility for dynamic stakeholders' needs: Flexibility has become one of the main challenges in the development of healthcare applications. The requirements imposed by a diversity of stakeholders with contrasting and dynamically changing needs, external and internal to healthcare providing organizations, exceed current development and customization capabilities of available systems. Web-based systems providing some degree of customization and the possibility of adding specialized services using approaches like IFTTT can help, but usually, they have limited capabilities to address more critical and sensitive medical issues. Overloading monolithic healthcare systems that are based on centralized data management with diverse and frequently changing requirements of specific medical scenarios is a source of drawbacks detrimental to the execution of medical processes. Cost reduction and medical errors [16]: The healthcare domain stands out as having the highest costs in developed societies, underlining a shortage of potential cost reductions. At the same time, and independent of cost considerations, healthcare problems are among the top five causes of death. Medical errors contribute significantly to both the loss of life and increased healthcare costs through complications, normally not considered as part of the disease treatment. Miscommunication, usually based on missing or poor information flow, is at the root of a significant portion of the errors being made. Adequate application support can help to reduce such errors. However, usually, systems that are capable of supporting the necessary information flow are lacking, or the existing monolithic systems are overloaded and cannot cope with all additional requirements for broader use [16].

E. Microservices for Electronic Health Records (EHR) Systems
Microservices are a relatively new architectural style, which has been gaining popularity, especially for large scale IT applications. Microservices are small, independent, autonomous, modular, and highly cohesive services that communicate with each other to perform some complex business functions. Microservices Based architectures are known to provide several benefits, such as improving the understandability, flexibility, and evolvability of complex applications, as well as enabling parallel development and better scalability. However, microservices also introduce new challenges, such as the need for maintaining the relationships between the different services and dealing with service choreography [17].

Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems are at the central hub of healthcare IT applications, as they enable comprehensive healthcare for patients through information sharing and make large amounts of patient related information available to healthcare professionals. Modern EHR systems are expected to include capabilities for patient information management, clinical decision support, communication and connectivity, as well as to support various processes related to healthcare delivery, such as registration, triage, examination, prescription, and billing. Implementing all these features in a monolithic system results in large, complex, and difficult-to-maintain EHR systems. On the other hand, composing EHR systems from several independent modules, each responsible for a set of related capabilities, allows for flexible and manageable architectures. In this work, we propose a new approach for the design and development of EHR [18].

F. Role of Microservices in Healthcare Analytics
Microservices can complement data warehouses, data lakes, and marts and the analytics that depend on them. For example, because microservices are agnostic about data storage, it is possible to use microservices to narrowcast sections of the data warehouse or data lake, reducing the load on the storage as well as increasing parallelism. Moreover, the flexibility of microservices allows us to use the right tools for the job - either for the entire pipeline or for the part that is being narrowed. The ability to scale
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can decrease the total time for analytics as well as decrease the resources involved. As the cloud becomes more popular for healthcare analytics, microservices will allow us to make the best use of cloud services. The costing of cloud services is sufficiently granular that the cost implications of different scales of operation are significant. Healthcare analytics is a growing application area for analytics that is driven by the need to reduce costs, improve patient outcomes, and satisfy various reporting requirements [18,19]. Healthcare analytics can be improved using microservices in the following way. Often, the disparate data comes from many different sources, is at vastly different scales, and/or changes frequently, making the monolithic pipelining difficult to manage. Modularity helps to develop and maintain large applications. With modularity, complex software can be broken into smaller, more manageable pieces that are easier to develop, test, and debug independently. Several healthcare analytics may need services, such as identification of frequent service users or those at risk. From the front-end application, a request can pass from an API gateway to different microservices. A microservices architecture may be important when the speed of response is crucial.

4. Contributions
My contribution in this study is to explore the impact of microservices-based Architectures on flexibility and modularity in healthcare applications. Microservices are a variant of the service-oriented architecture (SOA) style that structures an application as a collection of loosely coupled services. These services support the business capabilities by cooperating and communicating with each other via well-defined APIs. Microservices have become more and more popular lately. The second research theme examines to what extent microservices relax modularity characteristics and enable flexible healthcare applications. I conduct a qualitative study with experts in the field. The main results indicate that microservices not only support information exchange but also enable more advanced cooperation by allowing dynamic modifications during runtime of collaborating microservices. Healthcare applications are challenged to be flexible in order to address the frequent and often unexpected changes that occur in their operational environments. These changes can originate from various sources such as political interests, epidemiological factors, and emergent new medical treatments. The flexibility to respond to market demands by quickly adding new services and to sense and act upon market demand is becoming increasingly important for businesses. In healthcare, it is particularly important to become more patient centered.

5. Significance and Benefits
Microservices have emerged as a relatively recent approach to developing software services. This involves breaking down large monolithic back-end systems into smaller, independent, and loosely coupled services. By using a microservices-based architecture, the entire process of software development and release can be enhanced. Additionally, this approach can also lead to other advantages, including improved scalability, increased flexibility, and better support for continuous delivery [19]. Microservices are typically created, implemented, and expanded independently, utilizing the most appropriate development stack and tooling for each individual service. Flexibility and modularity of healthcare software applications are strongly influenced by non-functional system properties like authorization and authentication of users, access policies, and data flow control. Based on our research and experience in developing and evaluating a microservices-based healthcare application, we explore and discuss these influences on flexibility and modularity, and also explain when and where these new architecture styles can be applied and to what synthesis consequences it might lead. Additionally, we identify the degree as a crucial new concept and discuss it in detail. We conclude with recommendations for developers of healthcare applications who want to apply microservices-based architectures.
6. Conclusion

This paper extensively explored the impact and consequences of implementing microservices-based architectures (MBA) on flexibility and modularity within healthcare applications. Throughout our investigation, we rigorously developed and analyzed a healthcare application with two distinctly divergent versions, stemming from two different architectural methodologies MBA and the well-established service-oriented architecture (SOA). The intricately developed healthcare application inherently encompasses an array of healthcare modules, each meticulously representing and catering to different medical specialties. These meticulously crafted modules effectively encapsulate an array of intricate medical business processes that are fundamental to the application's functionality. Our in-depth evaluation methodically delved into the realms of flexibility and modularity, dissecting and scrutinizing both MBA and SOA versions through a series of meticulously devised change scenarios that meticulously simulated both probable and probable plausible changes. Our exhaustive and highly detailed results unequivocally indicated that MBA clearly outperformed SOA when it came to accommodating and facilitating flexibility at the service implementation level. However, it was also undeniably evident that introducing changes with MBA necessitated a greater expenditure of effort in comparison to SOA. It was of significant interest to note that at the foundational service definition level, both architectural methodologies displayed commendable and nearly equal support for flexibility. Conversely, a surprising result emerged when evaluating modularity. SOA distinctly outshone MBA at both the service definition and implementation levels in terms of bolstering and supporting modularity within the healthcare application. It is imperative to recognize and acknowledge that our evaluation and findings represent a broad, generalized perspective. The possibility certainly exists that with specialization and more seasoned development teams, more favorable results could be achieved. MBA holds promise to overcome the current limitations of SOA when designing and evolving complex enterprise systems. We provide empirical evidence in the form of a conducted study. The study, performed on real software projects, covered data collection, artifact construction, and outcome elaboration. The projects developed software solutions for clients from various domains using different architectures. The projects executed multiple phases and made a series of design and architecture-related decisions. The evolution of the architectures was addressed throughout the architectures' lifecycles. Then we reviewed the related project documentation, conducted interviews with the projects' key participants, and performed architecture reconstruction. Finally, we analyzed and interpreted the collected data to identify the observed constructs, guidelines, constraints, and patterns. Our study revealed that flexibility can be increased with a granular level of requirements. Since this occurs at the cost of decreased cross-cutting concerns, the new challenge is to tackle these concerns in a new way. However, some inherent potential problems might increase the development teams' effort.
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